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Summary 

Logging residue (slash) consists primarily of the branches and treetops of harvested 

merchantable timber; excluding snags, downed logs, and stumps. Residues may be scattered 

about the harvest unit, concentrated in slash-piles (SP), or both depending on the harvest method 

and equipment used. Accurate estimates of residue biomass are useful to managers who allocate 

resources for smoke abatement, fire-risk reduction, and regeneration efforts, and to landowners 

who bear the financial burden of such activities (Cross, et al., 2013).  Changes in national and 

state energy policies have created opportunities for offsite utilization of residues provided 

sufficient quantities are deliverable at competitive prices. The analysis of direct field 

measurements seeks to update the estimators of wood in piled logging residue (Little, 1982) and 

biomass supply studies based on those estimators (Hardy, 1996; Howard, 1978, 1981; Kerstetter 

and Lyons, 2001).  The purposes of this project are to:   

(1) Quantify the biomass from logging residue through standard field sampling methods on timber 

conservation land;  

(2) Use remote sensing instruments to derive data and calculate slash-pile volume with an 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), camera, apps, laptop, software, etc. referred to as the 

Unmanned Aerial System (UAS); 

(3) Compare the two methods of field sampling and UAS volume per slash-pile and determine 

variability between results;  

(4) Determine decay class from field sampling data of moisture, temperature, and slash 

composition, with estimations for future decomposition rates; and  

(5) Estimate the slash-pile “carbon cycling schedule”, carbon credit potential, and possible  

agroforestry technique. 
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Chapter 1  

1  General Introduction: Harvest residuals 

Increasingly the biomass on-site necessary to perform various ecologic functions has been seen 

as a source of renewable energy and has created a market for slash to be removed offsite 

(Cross, et al. 2013).  Hog fuel is another name for wood products that are processed through a 

chipper or mill into coarse chips and clumps. Hog fuel can be used for biofuel, on trails, in parks, 

as landscaping material, which includes bark, sawdust, planer shavings, fines, and dirt.   

Clear-cutting has occurred as a slash and burn technique for centuries.  In the modern era, 

plantation forestry is conducted where clear-cutting removes logs, damages the understory 

shrubs and bushes while moving equipment leaving slash in piles for burning.  Afterward, 

saplings are planted in place of the climax community as the next generation of the plantation 

forestry.  This forest management method alters plant communities significantly, sometimes 

requiring several decades for understory species to recover.  With respect to coarse woody 

debris (CWD) aka- slash, it is unclear as to how much of each structural feature (branches, logs, 

stumps) is necessary to maintain vulnerable species and important processes (Rowland et al, 

2005).   

Bio-energy aka- biofuel is energy originated from biologic renewable resources.  Its 

consumption has increased by 60% on average in the last 16 years in the United States (EIA, 

2016), driven by environmental consciousness, policymaking, fuel prices and fuel security 

concerns.  Some of the increases in bio-energy are from pellet stove and wood stove efficiency 

such as the Quadra-fire (which burns the wood, ash, vapors and gases) which have increased 

people’s self-sufficiency for heat at a reduced cost to their heating bills.  The renewable fuel 

standard (RFS) created by Congress in 2005, includes a specific target of cellulosic-based 
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biofuels to replace or reduce petroleum-based fuels by 61 billion liters per year by 2022.  This 

requirement was included to address concerns about the use of food crops for biofuels.  For this 

reason, researchers have been encouraged to study how to produce cellulosic-based biofuel in 

an economical and environmentally responsible manner (Belart, 2016).  This material can come 

from many sources.  This study focuses on forest harvest residues, specifically slash-piles and 

how to determine the biomass of each pile through on-site and remote sensing techniques. 

Sitka spruce woodlands are dominant ecosystems in the American Northwest and have been 

utilized for commercial timber operations over the past century.  A growing portion of the public 

has voiced concerns about sustainable forestry in regards to reduced biomass in regenerated 

forest landscapes, the effects of clear-cutting on wildlife habitat, carbon sequestration, and 

wildfire risk.  Additionally, the sequestration of carbon (C) in forests has the potential to mitigate 

the effects of climate change by offsetting future emissions of greenhouse gases. Fuel-reduction 

treatments (prescribed burns) are used extensively to reduce wildfire risk and restore forest 

diversity and function. In the near future, increasing regulation of C emissions may force forest 

managers to balance the use of fuel treatments for reducing wildfire risk against an alternative 

goal of C sequestration.  

1.1 Research Objectives 

The research objectives of this case study are to: (1) determine biomass through field sampling 

techniques; (2) use remote sensing on an UAS to collect and estimate volume and associated 

biomass in slash-piles; (3) determine if biomass estimations between methods are comparable; 

(4) determine the research site’s slash-piles decomposition state (class) or classes, rate, and (5) 

depending on slash-pile characteristics, determine the carbon cycling, carbon credit  potential, 

and possible agroforestry technique. 
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The potential for positive impact from the current harvest residue treatment by burning is that it  

reduces the risk of wildfires by eliminating a fuel source.  It is important to explore effects on 

forests when they are unmanageable.  Extensive research to find alternative methods of utilizing 

the biomaterial is necessary in many dry climates.  The release of C from burning slash-piles is 

not only wasteful but also irresponsible in light of our current climate crisis.  In the coastal 

rainforest of the Pacific Northwest there is a unique opportunity to let the slash-piles 

decompose.  Decomposition is an unusual fuel treatment method.  Alternative methods to 

burning require decades of decomposition, however, the public perception of slash-piles is that 

they are not aesthetically pleasing.  

1.2 Forest harvest residues in the Pacific Northwest   

The Pacific Northwest produces 14 million m3 of forest harvest residues annually; of 

which Oregon contributes 45% (TPO report, 2016). Part of these residues are currently 

consumed by the cogeneration industry to produce electric power, and the rest is burned for site 

preparation before establishing a new plantation or left to decompose if there are sufficient 

planting spots and there are no concerns about fire hazard.  

The Oregon Forest Practices Act requires landowners to re-plant within one year after 

clear-cut harvesting, leaving a maximum amount of time of one year for residue treatment 

(Oregon Department of Forestry, 2014). Burning this material on-site is not only a source of 

carbon release to the atmosphere (Figure 1.2b) (photo credit- Francisca Belart), but also adds 

costs to the landowner (risks of causing fires, insurance, injury). Collecting, piling, burning the 

material and paying a smoke generation fee or burning permit in states such as Oregon and 

Washington (DNR, 1998 and ODF, 2009) are the main associated costs. However, disposal 

remains a better economic option for most landowners who would otherwise consider selling 
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residues for energy purposes but for the high costs involved in the collection and processing. 

Collection cost is highly dependent on the residue distribution; the further it is from the landing 

or roadside the more expensive it is to collect (Zamora-Cristales and Sessions, 2014).  

    

Figure 1.2 a) Piled forest harvest residues in the Oregon Coast: (Photo credit- Francisca Belart) 

1.2 b) Forest harvest residues being burned (Photo credit- Jenny Knoth) 

Alternatives to burning (a purpose other than just disposal) are to change the shape, size, 

and composition of the slash-piles (SP).  Most SP are greater than 10ft in height.  For 

hugelkultur, (pronounced hoo-gul-culture, meaning hill culture or hill mound) 10ft is too high.  

The wood dries reducing decomposition and causing a fire hazard.  If SP are not more than 10ft, 

and mixed with soil the potential for revegetation is greater.  Other options are maturation 

(where chips are laid like a blanket on the forest floor) or pyrolysis where oxygen is reduced, 

and the remaining material is bio-char (used as a gardening additive).  These methods are 

discussed further in Chapter 5. 

1.2.1 Forest harvesting systems and residue distribution  
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Forest harvest residues are distributed in the unit depending on the harvesting system used. In 

steeper terrain, with a cable logging system, whole trees are yarded to a landing where they are 

delimbed and bucked into logs depending on a purchase order specifications from the mill 

buying them. Consequently, harvest residues typically accumulate in large piles at the landing 

(Belart, 2016). 

When timber harvesting on a gentle slope, a common logging method in the Pacific Northwest is 

shovel logging.  When this logging system is used, tree delimbing and bucking occurs at the 

felling site or is yarded as whole tree.  Then, an excavator swings the logs or trees to the 

roadside.  When trees are delimbed and bucked at the felling site, residues are left scattered 

over the harvest unit.  This prompts the need for collection, adding cost to the operation. 

Collection can be done using an excavator, a forwarder that is loaded by an excavator adapted 

for handling residue or a self-loading forwarder (Figure 1.2.1). The excavator is more 

economical for material closer to roadside and the forwarder for material that is further away 

(Zamora-Cristales and Sessions, 2014). 

This Capstone research paper focuses on a site where shovel logging method was used to 

delimb the branches and then an excavator collected the harvest residue into slash-piles.  The 

shapes, size, and composition of the slash-piles are all considerations when determining the 

potential risks of wildfires, aesthetics, drying time, and decomposition rates.  If the residual is left 

scattered the decomposition rates increase due to the proximity to soil microbes and moisture.   

How the slash-piles should be designed depends on the end-state objective.  A SP 3ft by 3ft 

and 5ft high is small enough for partial combustion to create bio-char, large piles greater the 10ft 

are better for drying and chipping for landscaping material, and scattering is best for 
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decomposition.   There are many potential uses for slash, yet disposal through burning has only 

one purpose, to get rid of it. 

 

Figure 1.2.1 Excavator with attachment for residue handling (Cross et al., 2013). 

1.2.2 Forest harvest residue moisture content 

Regardless of distance to a consumption center, this material is costly to transport because of 

its high moisture content (MC) and low bulk density.  Conifers and deciduous trees all tend to 

have lower MC in early to mid-fall.  Most of the variation of MC occurs in sapwood, and in all 

species, the tops are wetter than the lower parts of the bole.  This is due to a higher proportion 

of sapwood in the upper part of the tree (Clark and Gibbs, 1957). 

Gingras and Sotomayor (1992) studied MC variation in standing trees, harvested trees and 

stored logs for over one year. They found that in standing trees MC is higher in soils where 

water is not secured (trees store more water) and observed that there is an effect on the tree 
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between different geographical areas. Seasonal patterns are similar to what Clark and Gibbs 

(1957) found (there is not a general pattern; however there is a lower MC in early-fall). They 

also found that MC falls rapidly within the first five weeks of felling and leaving branches and 

tops attached to the stem greatly increases overall MC loss.  Pong et al. (1986) sampled wood 

discs and cores in different trees with no temporal consideration. They found that highest 

moisture content occurred at the base of the tree, decreased to a lowest point in the middle third 

of the tree, and then increased again in the upper stem. 

When testing the moisture content of the slash-piles one factor to consider is if the slash-pile 

composition is mainly branches, logs, or stumps.  The overall decomposition rate may also be 

dependent on the initial MC at the time the slash-piles were built. 

1.2.3 Harvest residues for energy production  

Utilization of residual woody biomass generated from thinning for energy production provides 

additional C benefits by offsetting emissions associated with fossil fuel use (Perez-Garcia et al., 

2006, Oneil and Lippke, 2010 and Winford and Gaither, 2012).  However, many areas in the 

western US do not have biomass markets to compensate for the cost of treatments (Reinhardt 

and Holsinger, 2010), and small diameter trees removed during treatments are often 

unmerchantable and scattered onsite or burned in piles, increasing overall treatment emissions 

(Han et al., 2004).  Since fuel value is inversely related to moisture content, grindings with lower 

moisture content are more valuable at the plant.  This approach incentivizes longer drying times 

in the field which can result in a cost reduction.  It also represents a more accurate method to 

determine supply and cost estimates of harvest residue delivery for power generation (Belart, 

2016). 
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Utilization of woody biomass as energy can potentially reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) 

emissions relative to fossil fuel alternatives (Chen et al., 2000, Perez-Garcia et al., 2006 and 

Oneil and Lippke, 2010). However, the extent to which bioenergy systems in temperate forests 

mitigate GHG emissions is primarily a function of the displaced energy source (coal, natural gas, 

and ethanol). C benefits derived from biomass utilization may be overstated, if life cycle 

assessments assume “carbon neutrality” or do not include biomass-based C emissions 

(McKechnie et al., 2011 and Cherubini et al., 2012). 

The cost of gathering small-diameter material and transporting it from the woods to a power 

facility has been prohibitive in most cases. In addition, biomass utilization generally requires on-

site chipping, large landings, good road access to accommodate chip vans, and relatively short 

hauling distances. These requirements may be difficult to meet on many woodland properties. 

Nevertheless, the price paid per ton of biomass have made it economically viable to utilize in 

some locales (Bennett and Fitzgerald, 2008). 

1.3 Harvest residues for Carbon Sequestration  

Forest biomes play a key role in the global C cycle. Carbon is fixed through photosynthesis from 

atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) and can be stored for centuries in live biomass, detritus, and 

soil organic matter in forested ecosystems. Sequestration of C in forests can mitigate effects of 

climate change by offsetting future emissions and GHG concentrations in the atmosphere. In the 

United States (US), forests annually sequester 216–313 Tg C, or the equivalent of 10–20% of 

fossil fuel emissions in the US (USEPA, 2010). 

The frequency, extent, and severity of wildfire are expected to increase as a result of changing 

climate.  Additional information on C response to management and disturbance scenarios is 

needed to improve the accuracy and usefulness of assessments of fuel treatments and wildfire 
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effects on C dynamics.  Forests within a rural setting with low wildfire risk would benefit from 

alternative fuel treatments such as bio-char, chipping, and hugelkulture (hill or mound culturing 

with wood).  The vitality of our forests’ future depend on sources of C sinks, and implementing 

alternative techniques could eventually change our fire-prone future back into a more self-

sustaining forest structure.   

As atmospheric CO2 increases, ecosystem carbon sequestration will largely depend on how 

global changes in climate will alter the balance between net primary production and 

decomposition. The response of primary production to climatic change has been examined 

using well-validated mechanistic models, but the same is not true for decomposition, a primary 

source of atmospheric CO2 (Adair et al., 2008).  This case study examines how slash-pile 

decomposition reduces CO2 emissions by becoming a carbon sink in soils and re-vegetation. 

1.4 Harvest residues disposal for wildfire fuel reduction 

Fire, in conjunction with landforms and climate, shapes the structure and function of forests. 

Throughout the Western United States, millions of acres of forest lands contain accumulations 

of flammable fuel that are much higher than historical conditions owing to various forms of fire 

exclusion.  The Healthy Forests Restoration Act (HFRA) of 2003 mandates that public land 

managers aggressively address this situation through active management of fuel and 

vegetation.  The HFRA uses the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analyses as a 

science-based decision making for slash-pile management in forests of the Northwestern United 

States at the scale of forest stands (about 1 to 200 acres).  It highlights ecological principles that 

need to be considered when managing slash-piles for specific conditions related to forest 

structure and fire hazard (Prichard et al., 2010).  Thinning is used to increase canopy base 

height, reduce canopy bulk density, reduce canopy continuity, and requires a substantial 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.proxy.library.oregonstate.edu/science/article/pii/S0378112713001904#b0420
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reduction in surface fuels.  Through prescribed fire, mechanical treatment (chipping), or other 

methods described in this document, SPs can be managed based on potential hazards, carbon 

cycling benefits, and financial incentives such as C credits.  Long-term maintenance of desired 

fuel loadings and consideration of broader landscape patterns may improve the effectiveness of 

fuel treatments (Prichard et al., 2010). 

Sequestration of C in forests has the potential to mitigate the effects of climate change by 

offsetting future emissions of GHG.  Fuel-reduction treatments are used extensively to reduce 

wildfire risk and restore forest diversity and function.  In the near future, increasing regulation of 

C emissions may force forest managers to balance the use of fuel treatments for reducing 

wildfire risk against an alternative goal of C sequestration (Restaino and Peterson, 2013). 

In 2001, the US Department of Energy sponsored the First National Conference on Carbon 

Sequestration.  By the time the Kyoto Protocol went into effect in 2005, institutions had been 

established to measure, monitor, and trade GHG emissions.  (Peters-Stanley and Hamilton, 

2012).  The effects of wildfires and management on forest C storage were poorly addressed by 

original C sequestration policy in the US (Stephens et al., 2012).  Forest thinning was 

considered a C source to the atmosphere regardless of reduced wildfire risk, according to 

guidelines established in the Kyoto Protocol and CCAR (2007) (Hurteau et al., 2008).  

Discussion of treatment and wildfire effects on C storage emerged in response to policies that 

did not recognize the magnitude of C release during wildfire events (Hurteau et al., 2008 and 

Stephens et al., 2012). 

1.5  Forest disturbance and re-vegetation 

Wildfire poses a significant risk of reversal to C stores undermining the permanence of C 

sequestration strategies by releasing C to the atmosphere through combustion and through 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.proxy.library.oregonstate.edu/science/article/pii/S0378112713001904#b0420
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decay of fire-killed vegetation (Thorton et al., 2002, Campbell et al., 2007, Wiedinmyer and Neff, 

2007, Meigs et al., 2009 and Mitchell et al., 2009).  Because the capacity of forests to sequester 

C is critical for climate change mitigation, reversal risks to C stores from wildfire must be 

assessed for accurate C accounting. 

Over several decades, delayed mortality after wildfire and decomposition from fire-killed trees 

may release up to three times the amount of C to the atmosphere as the fire itself (AuClair and 

Carter, 1993).  Regrowth of vegetation following wildfire may eventually offset C released during 

decomposition, but long-term C recovery is a function of the capacity of forests to regenerate in 

response to the rate, severity, and extent of disturbance (Frolking et al., 2009 and McKinley et 

al., 2011).  Decomposition of CWD not directly consumed by fire depends on climate, soil 

microflora, disturbance severity, and substrate quality (Agee, 1993).  Emission of C by 

decomposition may exceed assimilation of C by vegetation for decades following wildfire.  

Vegetation response to wildfire is highly variable, but rapid re-colonization by post-fire, non-tree 

vegetation affects net primary productivity (NPP) after wildfire and harvest (Thornton et al., 2002 

and Meigs et al., 2009).  Vegetation life-form conversion (e.g., forestland to shrubland) following 

wildfire has implications for the long-term C balance of forest ecosystems (Kashian et al., 2006, 

Deal et al., 2010, Dore et al., 2010 and Hurteau and Brooks, 2011). 

Since 1980, wildfire area burned (WFAB) in the western US has been higher than in the 

previous 30 years (NIFC, 2010), providing a context for reducing fire hazard through effective 

fuel treatment programs.  Although fuel reduction treatments in dry forests clearly mitigate the 

spread and severity of wildfire (Agee and Skinner, 2005, Omi et al., 2006 and Prichard et al., 

2010), the effects of fuel treatments on long-term (decades to centuries) C retention across 

large landscapes are equivocal (Finkral and Evans, 2008,Hurteau and North, 2009 and Mitchell 

et al., 2009).  Multiple prescribed fires or mechanical thinning are necessary to meet long-term 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.proxy.library.oregonstate.edu/science/article/pii/S0378112713001904#b0105
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fuels management objectives (Peterson et al., 2005 and Johnson et al., 2007) must be included 

in analyses of C sequestration.  There is far greater variability and magnitude in treatment-

related C emissions from prescribed fire, harvested C, waste associated with milling operations, 

and decay of wood products (Prichard et al., 2010). 

1.6 Prescribed burn and wildfire carbon emissions 

The potential trade-off to initial net C losses associated with fuel reduction treatments is a 

decreased risk of future high-severity wildfire and its associated release of C to the atmosphere 

(Hurteau et al., 2008).  Fire hazard increases over time as fuels accumulate in treated areas. 

Repetition and maintenance of fuel treatments are necessary in order to effectively maintain 

reduced fire hazard over time (Peterson et al., 2005, Johnson et al., 2007, 2011) and thus must 

be included in analyses of long-term C storage.  Although Rhodes and Baker (2008) suggest 

that 2.0–4.2% of areas treated to reduce surface fuels are likely to encounter wildfires that 

would otherwise be high or moderate-high severity without treatment, most studies assume 

future wildfire probability of 100%, reporting inferences that essentially detail a “best-case 

scenario” for wildfire emissions mitigation (Campbell et al., 2011). 

At the stand scale, pre- and post-burn field measurements of C pools quantify the consumption 

of woody biomass (Campbell et al., 2007).  The ability of fuel treatments to mitigate future fire 

behavior and move forest structure to a more fire-resistant condition is well documented. 

However, C costs associated with fuel treatments have exceeded the magnitude of C reduction 

in wildfire emissions, because a large percentage of biomass stored in forests (i.e., stem wood, 

branches, coarse woody debris) remains unconsumed, even in high-severity fires (Campbell et 

al., 2007 and Mitchell et al., 2009).  
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Fuel treatments may effectively reduce disturbance severity with known C costs, yet the 

expected C benefits from fuel reduction are realized only when wildfire occurs (Ager et al., 2010; 

and Hurteau and North, 2010).  Wildfire occurrence in a given area is uncertain and may never 

interact with treated stands with reduced fire hazard, negating expected C benefits from fuel 

treatments. Burn probabilities in treated stands in southern Oregon are less than 2%, so the 

probability that a treated stand encounters wildfire and creates C benefits is low (Ager et al., 

2010).  North and Hurteau (2011) quantified wildfire emissions and short-term changes in C 

stocks in treated and untreated stands.  Approximatly 70% of total ecosystem C in untreated 

stands is transferred to decomposing C with significant effects on long-term C balance. 

1.7 Slash-piles C emissions 

For the Oregon coast in the Pacific Northwest, fuel treatments were conducted on some slash-

piles where others were left to decompose.  Decomposition is not a usual fuel treatment method 

but the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) is transitioning from prescribed burns of slash-

piles to allowing some to decay naturally.  This is primarily due to the large volume of material 

that needs to be burned and the on-going creation of more slash.  Along the roadside where 

slash-piles are visible to the public, burning is customary but the slash-piles that are deep within 

thinned tracks are not a high priority.  These locations are outside of residential areas and not 

accessible by motorized vehicles.  Often, they are where old logging roads have grown over 

with Red alder thickets.  The official policy is to burn, but that has been changing due to concern 

over the release of C emissions.  Thinning treatments create more diverse forest conditions by 

shifting dominance patterns to a more mixed conifer system.  Below- and aboveground material 

decomposed at notably different rates, depending on the decomposition stage (Adair et al., 

2008).  Prescribed fire may consume substantial surface biomass, with smoldering consumption 
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of the organic layer contributing to smoke and affecting soil nutrient cycling (Neary et al., 1999). 

Prescribed fire can generate fuels by killing understory trees (Agee, 2003), and multiple 

treatments may be necessary to maintain reduced fire hazard over time. 

Consideration of the end use of wood products is critical to C budgets in managed forests, 

because decay rates and life spans of forest products vary substantially.  Wood composted as 

mulch or used as landscaping material has a median lifespan of 5 years (Stephens et al., 2012).  

Bark and mulch by-products generally decompose within 5 years (Stephens et al., 2012), and 

burned fuel is released immediately to the atmosphere.  Moreover, methods for measuring 

decay rates for C in wood products vary considerably (Lim et al., 1999).  In general, wood 

products comprise a significant C pool that offsets a fraction of the initial C costs of tree harvest, 

and using wood in long-lasting products can produce a net gain in C storage even after 

considering emissions from future wildfire (Finkral and Evans, 2008).  In the inland Northwest, C 

storage in long-lived (>80 years) wood products exceeds simulated C losses from wildfire, even 

when accounting for a doubling of historic fire rate as a result of climate change (Oneil and 

Lippke, 2010). 

Differences in climate, fuels, topography, and management practices cause emissions from 

prescribed fire to vary differently (Liu, 2004), so substantial differences in prescribed fire 

emissions across studies and burn types is not unexpected. Slash burns more efficiently when 

piled, with less particulate matter produced per unit mass of fuel consumed than broadcast 

burns of the same material (Hardy, 1996). Additionally C emissions from broadcast burns (North 

et al., 2009 and Stephens et al., 2012) are much higher than those generated from burning 

slash piles (Finkral and Evans, 2008). 

A specific provision is in the US House of Representatives, appropriations bill for fiscal year 

2017 regarding the burning of biomass (typically wood and other plant material) for energy.  The 
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bill proposes that the Environmental Protection Agency treat biomass-derived energy from 

burning as carbon neutral.  The agency by law would assume the practice does not contribute 

any extra GHG emissions to the atmosphere, under certain conditions 

(http://appropriations.house.gov/uploadedfiles/bills-114hr-sc-ap-fy2017-interior-

subcommitteedraft.pdf, accessed Aug. 9, 2016). 

Biomass is generally regarded as a renewable energy source, since more trees can be grown 

after the old ones have been harvested for energy.  Yet the disposal of biomass through burning 

actually releases substantial amounts of carbon into the air.  The proposed legislation rationale 

is that trees serve as a carbon sink, taking up carbon from the atmosphere through 

photosynthesis and storing it in the form of cellulose.  If more trees are growing, they cancel out 

the carbon emissions released by burning other plant matter.  It takes decades to centuries for 

carbon to accumulate in the forest.  On the other hand, burning trees for energy releases all 

their carbon into the atmosphere, right then.  This means that burning biomass releases carbon 

that would take years of tree growth to reverse.  Yet that also means that the carbon trees were 

processing they are not processing it anymore.  Instead, the trees remove the additional carbon 

building up from burning.   

1.8 Site selection 

The primary research site is located south of Waldport and north of Yachats off route 101 to the 

east.  The total area is 32 acres and 15 acres were clear-cut in 2013.   During World War I 

(WWI), large volumes of spruce were needed for the production of airplanes.  Its combination of 

strength and light weight made it an ideal choice.  Due to the lack of existing road, a segment of 

the “Spruce Railroad” was built between what is now Camp One Road (the road off route 101 

toward the research location) and South Beach (South of Newport).  Besides spruce there were 

http://appropriations.house.gov/uploadedfiles/bills-114hr-sc-ap-fy2017-interior-subcommitteedraft.pdf
http://appropriations.house.gov/uploadedfiles/bills-114hr-sc-ap-fy2017-interior-subcommitteedraft.pdf
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large rip-rap boulders from a nearby quarry used in the Newport Jetty.   In “Steam towards the 

sunset: The railroads of Lincoln County” (1982) Lloyd M. Palmer tells the history of the railroads 

that once crisscrossed Lincoln County, Oregon.  The trees were not logged until World War II 

when the railroad and property as part of a larger tract were purchased by a private individual.  

The old growth Sitka spruce was logged but parts of that history remain on-site.  The second 

clear-cut occurred 3 years ago in 2013, where 104 slash-piles remain.  

1.9 Boundary and Research Conditions  

The subject area is located at 5240 NE Highland Ave, about 3 miles north of Yachats, Oregon, 

and about ½ mile from the Pacific Ocean.  The 32 acre tract of land is under Timber 

Conservation (T-C) zoning.  About 15 acres were left covered in piles of slash from the clear-cut 

in 2013.  The forest diversity was decimated with very little left behind as understory or saplings 

to regenerate the forest.  The forest residue/ CWD/ slash, were piled into 104 piles and prepped 

for burning.  Fifteen piles were ignited but the fire did not take over so the piles remain as an 

incomplete burn.  Large sheets of black plastic attached to each pile as an igniter, broke down in 

the sun over the past 3 years.  This old plastic requires remediation because, “biodegradable” 

plastic does not return to a natural state in the environment.  It only gets smaller and it 

accumulates in the soil, water, or animals that ingest it.  Even though the slash-piles were not 

burned as required by the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) within 1 year for public lands 

or 2 years (private land ownership), the area was replanted in 10 acres of Sitka spruce and 5 

acres of Douglas-fir.  
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Figure 1.9a- On the left is the research location boundary in 2005.   
Figure 1.9b- On the right is the research location boundary post clear-cut in 2013. 
Both images are from the (http://maps.co.lincoln.or.us/# Lincoln County Assessor’s Office, 
accessed Dec. 2016)  
 

There is a Riparian Buffer between 50 and 200 feet wide along an unnamed tributary to Vingie 

Creek.  This stream is running between two sections of the clear-cut.  On the north side, the 

clearing is just under 10 acres and on the south side, it is almost 5 acres.   

Climate Assessment- High winds and heavy rainfall are typical of late fall, winter and early 

spring.  Prevailing winds are from the south, though there are occasional high winds from the 

west.  Temperatures rarely dip below freezing, so snow rarely falls.  Season to season, the 

maritime climate generally keeps temperatures between 20° and 75°F 

(http://www.Docweather.com, 2004) 

Soil Assessment- The soil characteristics of the site are mostly silty marine clay with a thick 

loam on top.  It is generally well-drained, and areas which have puddled typically drain within a 

http://maps.co.lincoln.or.us/
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day after a storm.  The site elevation ranges from 57-76 feet; a difference of 19 ft.  The soil is 

acidic due to the softwood needles and wood fibers decomposing. 
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Figure 1.9c- (http://maps.co.lincoln.or.us/# Soil Survey of Lincoln County Area, Oregon. Sheet 

Number 47, accessed Dec. 2016) 

      Scale 

http://maps.co.lincoln.or.us/
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Elevation- The higher points are on the east and west portions of the property with the lower 

elevations inside the boundary.  The slope is gradual and, because of its close proximity to the 

ocean, the fog belt reaches the western side of the property and extends inward approximately 

500 feet.  Since this area is part of the Coastal Rainforest, trees and plants grow quickly. 

Fog Belt- Fog occurrence along the California and Oregon coast was evaluated by Lindquist 

(1999) for the months of June to October 1996.  Fog exhibits a strong diurnal cycle at all 

stations, with maximum occurrence in the early morning, and with some minimum occurrences 

in the late afternoon.  When fog is present, surface temperatures and wind speeds are lower.  At 

the northern-most stations, the surface wind direction shifts from northerly to southerly during 

fog events.  These relationships are demonstrated using summer-long averages and case 

studies (Lindquist, 1999).  In line with Lindquist’s findings, the Yachats research site the fog is 

present in the summer months during the mornings and then again for a couple hours around 3 

PM. 

Vegetation- Native trees include Red alder, Sitka spruce, Douglas fir, Western red cedar, 

Western hemlock, and Shore pine.  The native understory plants include Chittum, Salal, 

Huckleberry, Oregon grape, and Native Blackberry.  Several of the non-native invasive species 

are Tansey ragwort, Scots Broom and Himalayan Blackberry.   

Wetlands- An unnamed tributary of Vingie Creek runs through the case study research location 

and divides the two largest clear-cuts by a riparian buffer. 

 

 

 



 

Figure 1.9d- Wetland Delineation at the research location (http://maps.co.lincoln.or.us/# Lincoln County, Oregon. Accessed March 

2016) 

http://maps.co.lincoln.or.us/


 

 

Figure 1.9e- Slash-pile aerial view of research location (Photo credit- Rikeem Sholes) 

Chapter 2 

2  Field Sampling-Slash-pile Biomass Estimates 

Whether the purpose of developing debris estimates is for planning the execution of debris, 

removal activities, or to determine comprehensive debris measurements for a representative 

sample, the estimate requirements are the same.  The basic steps and considerations when 

completing debris estimates using ground measurements include: 

1. Define the area covered by the debris estimate:  

a. Divide the area, as needed, to differentiate differences in debris types (Sitka 

spruce, Red alder, Red cedar, other) and area characteristics (foggy, moist, slope), which 
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may influence decay rates or volume estimates for future estimations of the research 

location’s slash-piles. 

b. Division of the area into sections should take into account how the debris has 

been handled since the timber harvest.  Some have been burned, so those might be 

evaluated in future research projects but not for this biomass analysis.   

c. Identify and obtain the personnel and equipment necessary to complete the 

estimate.  Determine the number of personnel for the area to be covered, ease of access 

to the area, schedule to complete the estimate, and availability of personnel resources.  

The equipment used for ground measurements commonly includes a digital camera, 

measuring tape or roll-off wheel, calculator, sketch pad and note paper, maps, GPS unit, 

laser rangefinder, and equipment needed for logistics and safety (e.g., vehicle, cell 

phone, first aid kit)  

2.1 Methodology  

I used the following methods for calculating slash biomass using equations from Hardy (1996) 

“Guidelines for Estimating Volume, Biomass, and Smoke Production for Piled Slash”.  

This six-step approach I followed while producing an example to compare with an on-line 

calculator.  That comparison I discuss at the end of these procedures for estimating volumes, 

oven-dry mass, and consumption for piled logging debris.  I took pictures of the pile to later 

determine the shape of the pile.  Photographs of the SPs will help me select the shape.  The 

number for each shape is its "shape code." The dimensions required to compute volumes are 

shown in Figure 2.1a for each shape (Hardy, 1996). 

Step One—Total Gross Volume of the Pile: Seven stylized pile shapes and their associated 

geometric volume formulae are available to compare with on-site SP characteristics to estimate 
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gross pile volumes.  There are 7 slash pile characteristics that we use to determine volume of 

slash-piles (figure 2. 1a) 

Figure 2.1a- Shape-codes 1-7 for slash-pile characteristics (Hardy, 1996). 

 

Data Collection- I observed and recorded total height [h], total length [l], and width at the widest 

section [w], or if the dimensions for opposing sides are not equal, record the lengths [l1, l2….], 

widths [w1, w2….], and heights [h1, h2….]. 
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I used the following calculations to find the gross volume (V) in (cubic feet) for slash-piles at the 

research location.  

 

Table 2.1a: Volume formulas for geometric shapes (http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/26244 

accessed Sept. 2016) 

I determined the height of the slash-piles by: 

Using a level app on my phone, I checked the calibration of the smart phone level against a real 

spirit level.  On a shelf that I have checked to be perfectly level with a real spirit level, place my 

smartphone on its side, then ‘zeroed’ it (calibrating will usually be an option in the menu, 

depending on the app).  I stood at the same point to take all three measurements.  I can see the 

top of the pile, and if there is an elevation change between my location and the pile, I will make 

sure I can also see the bottom of the pile.  I measured the distance between myself and the 

highest point of the pile.  I recorded the angle of elevation from my eye to the top of the pile, see 

figure 2.1b below.  I also recorded the height of my eye at the clinometer.  A clinometer 

measures a vertical angle, a slope, or the height of a large object) above the ground. 

http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/26244
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Figure 2.1b: Clinometer (Photo credit- Amber Winterbourne) 

A tape measure was used to record the height of the observer; the distance from the line of 

sight (where the clinometer or level is) to the ground.  I will use simple trigonometry to calculate 

the height of the pile. All I need is the measurements taken above and a calculator. I made sure 

my calculator was set to degrees, not radians.  The tangent of an angle is equal to the opposite 

side (pile height) divided by hypotenuse. 

Tan (angle) = x /distance   Multiply by the distance on both sides and you get 

x = tan (angle) * distance to pile + eye height 

Pile Height = [Tangent (angle of elevation x distance to top of the pile)] + height of eye from the 

ground surface. 

For example: Pile Height= Tan (26°) x 14 + 5.2= Height of Pile 12 ft.  For shape code 6 half-

ellipsoid, (𝜋 times the width of 15 feet (ft), height of 12 ft and length of 22 ft)/6, then the volume 

is 2,073 ft3. 

Step Two—Net Volume of the Woody Biomass 

Much of the gross volume of a pile is occupied by air. The ratio of wood volume to total pile 

volume is called the "packing ratio." The gross pile volume must be multiplied by an appropriate 
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packing ratio to determine the net volume of woody material in a pile. Research on the packing 

ratio of piled slash has determined that the net wood volume can range from as low as 6 percent 

to as high as 26 percent (Hardy, 1996).  The variation in packing ratio is due to numerous 

factors, including piling specifications, operator and machine performance, species content, and 

size class distribution.  The slash-piles at the reserch location were mechanically piled so they 

are highly compacted.  This means that the piles are clean with larger logs (diameters greater 

than 10 inches), so the packing ratio is 25 percent (0.25).  Multiply the gross pile volume 

determined in step one by an appropriate packing ratio to calculate net wood volume. 

From the example we used above, the volume is 2,073 ft3, multiplied by the packing ratio of .25 

which results in 518ft3 volume of material without air volume (net wood volume). 

Step Three—Density or Weighted-Average Density of the Wood 

Wood density is calculated from specific gravity values found in Miles and Smith (2009), which 

were compiled from the Wood Handbook (USDA, 1999) assuming an oven dry weight and wood 

volume at 12% MC.  

Wood Density (kg/m3) =1000 × Specific Gravity × (1 + 12/100) or 
Wood Density (lb/ft3) = 62.4 × Specific Gravity × (1 + 12/100)  
 

The predominant species harvested in 2013 were Red alder (AInus rubra (Bong.) of negligible 

quantity and Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.) were the primary production in the 

monoculture tree farm.  The timber removed from the clear-cut areas at the research location as 

documented by the Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF Records, 2013).  Harvey (1996) 

describes the weighted average of these species in terms of specific gravity (green) and density 

(oven dry).  The net wood volume must have a mass associated depending on species and 
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percent make-up, to determine biomass of the individual slash-piles.  Both densities of wood are 

23.1 lb/ft3 found in Table 2.1b below.   

 
Table 2.1b—Tree Species Wood Densities (Panshin et. al., 1964) 
 
Step Four—Consumable (Oven-Dry) Mass of Wood  

Mass of Wood (lb or kg) = Net Wood Volume (ft3 or m3) × Wood Density (lb/ft3 or kg/m3 ) 

Per Harvey (1996) multiply the wood density (23.1) or weighted-average wood density (same for 

both species 23.1) for the slash-piles by the net wood volume (518ft3) to calculate the oven-dry 

(consumable) mass of the pile (on-line calculations below use the updated USDA, 1999 density 

values).  Divide the result by 2,000 to convert to tons. 

The example slash-pile calculations result in a total of 5.98 tons of biomass.  

To estimate C mass in the piles, Finkral and Evans (2008) developed size and weight ratios 

using platform scales to weigh piles.  An updated analysis of slash piles found significantly less 
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wood per unit volume than previous estimates, likely owing to changes in forest types and 

harvest methods between studies (Cross et al., 2013). 

Step Five— The percentage of wood mass consumed when piles are burned typically ranges 

between 75 and 95 percent.  Smoke management-reporting programs in several Western 

States recommend either 85 percent (0.85) or 90 percent (0.90) (Harvey, 1996).  Multiply the 

percentage by the consumable mass of wood from step four to calculate the total mass of 

material consumed.  Since there is not a plan for burning the slash-piles that are remaining and 

being measured, this proportion is to show the amount of biomass retained at the research 

location.  An estimate of 90% will be used and to continue the example through all steps: 0.90 * 

5.98 tons is 5.32 tons for a single slash-pile. 

Step Six— The mass of an emission produced by a fire is calculated by multiplying the mass of 

fuel consumed by an appropriate emission factor for the emission of interest.  Emission factors 

for three size classes of particulate matter are: (1) PM (total particulate matter), (2) PM 10 

(particulate matter smaller than 10 micrometers mean-mass diameter), and (3) PM 2.5 (particles 

smaller than 2.5 micrometers mean mass diameter).  Mass of particulate matter produced (PM, 

PM 10, PM 2.5) is useful since some of the slash-piles were burned that are not part of the 

research for this document but can enumerate the potential loss of C to the atmosphere if the 

slash-piles were burned.  The emission factors for these particle sizes differ with the combustion 

efficiency of the fire.  Cleaner piles burn more efficiently than dirty piles. Consequently, cleaner 

piles produce less of the products of incomplete combustion, of which particulate matter is the 

major emission type.  Since the % soils are below 10%, the slash-piles are considered to have 

average combustibility as listed in Figure 2.1d below. 
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Table 2.1c-Combustion efficiency, Soil Content & Emission Factor for Slash-piles (Harvey, 
1996) 

The estimated emission factor for the research location is marked by a blue burst.  For the 

example slash-pile used throughout the previous steps, the emission total PM is 27 lb/ton.  If 

separated for PM below 10 the emission factor is 20 lb/ton and reduced again to PM below 2.5 

the emissions factor is 17 lb/ton.  Total PM of 27 lb/ton times 5.32 tons is 143.64 lbs of PM 

emitted if the example slash-pile was burned.  The step by step calculations above with the 

example used can be compared to the on-line stockpile calculator, as expressed in Table 2.1e 

below.  The six steps process is auto calculated for one or numerous piles at a single or multiple 

sites.  The methods in the Slash-pile Biomass and Emissions Calculator (machine-piled fuels 

calculator component) is a companion to the Harvey (1996) publication. 
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Table 2.1d-Slash-pile Biomass and Emissions Calculator: Data Entry Page 

(http://depts.washington.edu/nwfire/piles/ accessed Aug. 16, 2016) 

http://depts.washington.edu/nwfire/piles/
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Table 2.1e-Slash-pile Biomass and Emissions Calculator: Results Page 

(http://depts.washington.edu/nwfire/piles/ accessed Aug. 16, 2016) 

 

Example slash-pile calculations came to 143.64 lb/ton divided by 2,000 is 0.0718 and the on-line calculator with updated species 

density reported a result of 0.0743 for total PM.  The difference is 0.00248 or 2.48 lbs. less with the Harvey (1996) methods.  For 

that purpose, I used on-line calculator for the research location. 

 

http://depts.washington.edu/nwfire/piles/
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The final part of the methods is to estimate the total C retained in the unburned slash-piles so 

that volume can be compared to the C release during decay in Chapter 5 below. 

Some or all steps in the methods above can be extended to represent a group of similar piles.  

When possible, the location, shape, and dimension of each pile was collected and mapped 

according to its individual characteristics. 

The assumption of the exterior of the pile shape being uniform creates some differences from 

the actual volumes for each pile.  The largest errors expected from using these guidelines will 

occur during the process of determining the gross pile volume(s).  The seven shape-codes from 

Figure 2.1a do not provide an exhaustive choice of geometric shapes for piled slash.  These 

seven are the representative formations because they reflect general shapes observed by the 

author (Hardy, 1996) and other experts. Also, their volumes can be calculated relatively easily 

from the formulae.  When the dimensions for a pile are observed, care must be taken to account 

for irregularities in the pile's surfaces.  Try to mentally "smooth" the lobes, ridges, and valleys 

into an average, smooth surface.  Long logs and poles extending from the pile's nominal surface 

can be accounted for by increasing the dimensions of the pile appropriately.  If a significant 

amount of soil is either entrained within the pile or mounded beneath it, the volume of the soil 

must be estimated and subtracted from the gross pile volume.  The packing ratios presented in 

Hardy, (1996) were guidelines representing empirical field data from destructive sampling of 17 

piles.  Even though there are guidelines for appropriate packing ratios, an agency or 

administrative unit may choose to specify higher or lower packing ratios for applications under 

their jurisdiction.  Calculations for height are based on the viewing angle and may have some 

degree of error.  From the methods, the elevation was set to the same for the base of the pile as 
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the location of the person holding the clinometer.  This elevation may be slightly different then 

the base of the pile +or-6 inches.  

There are updated species weights from Table 2.1b to Table 2.1c as described in step 3 above.  

That may change the results slightly between computations and the on-line calculator. 

2.2 Results. 

There were three of the seven shape codes on the research site when evaluated in Dec 2015.  

Those were:   

Shape code 2: Paraboloid:  round base, but the sides are parabolic, not round. There are three 

of 20 piles in this shape code.  Shape code 5: cone with round ends.  There are four of 20 piles 

in this shape code.  Three of the four SPs are so large they are numbered as two piles when the 

initial 104 piles were described in Sept 2015.  Shape code 6: Half-ellipsoid:  elongated, rounded 

side-to-side, with well-rounded ends.  The remaining 13 of 20 piles are shape code 6.  All the 

shape codes are in Figure 2.1b above.  
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Figure 2.2a- Arrangement of 104 Slash-piles at the research location on Sept. 2015. (GIS credit- 

Amber Winterbourne) 
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Table 2.2a- Field Sampling Data for 20 Slash-piles  
(Researchers- John and Amber Winterbourne, June-Aug. 2016)  
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Table 2.2b- Field Sampling Results for 20 Slash-piles (depts.washington.edu/nwfire/piles/index.php?)  accessed Oct. 18, 2016
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2.3 Conclusions  

Land management agencies face uncertain tradeoffs regarding investments in preparedness 

and fuels management versus future suppression costs and impacts to valued resources.  

Assets can be managed, but will cease to be an asset if they are burned.  Prospective 

evaluation of fuel treatments allows for comparison of alternative treatment strategies in terms of 

socioeconomic and ecological impacts, and can facilitate tradeoff analysis (Busby, 2002).   

These six steps estimated the SP volumes and biomass based on HS through field sampling 

methods and tree species. 

Conclusions include:  

1.) 20 piles estimated for biomass totaled 463 tons and had an average of 23.15 tons per pile. 

2.) The total biomass for the 104 piles based on the average is 2,407 tons. 

3.) The estimated carbon consumed on average for each pile is 20.85 tons. 

4.) The estimated carbon retained at the research location is 417 tons for the 20 piles  

5.) The estimated carbon retained for the 104 SP at the research location is 2,168 tons. 

6.) Not burning the SP kept 5.6 tons of PM out of the air for the 20 piles, or 29 tons for all104 

piles. 

7.) Not burning the SP kept 693 tons of CO2 out of the air for the 20 piles or 3,604 tons for all 

104 piles.  
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Chapter 3 

3 Unmanned Aerial System-Slash-pile Biomass Estimates 

Even though there has been difficulty-collecting CWD with remote sensing, I believe that with a 

drone the images will be clearer without atmospheric interference, clouds, fog, and allow for the 

consecutive multi-angular views that are necessary for 3D processing.  This is why I am using a 

drone versus satellite. However, the main reason to use a drone versus field sampling is the 

quick turnaround of results.  Once a procedure is in place, biomass for an entire clear-cut can 

be estimated in a single day.  The comparison between field sampling and UAS is in Chapter 4.  

The comparison will help determine if this method is a valid possibility for slash-pile biomass 

estimations.  It is challenging to estimate surface fuels and wildfire emissions from remotely-

sensed data (Lachowski et al., 1995, Keane et al., 2001 and Wiedinmyer and Neff, 2007). 

The Aerial Information Systems (AIS) at OSU assisted in the collection of data for this research 

through the use and development of unmanned aerial systems (UAS) for remote sensing.  I 

extent my gratitude to Mr. Ben Lester the Student Project Lead, UAS Operations at OSU, 

doctoral student and teaching assistant Mr. Jonathan Burnett, and peer professional Mr. Rikeem 

Sholes.  OSU is dedicated to flying UAS for a variety of research applications in disciplines 

including forestry, agriculture, fish and wildlife, and search and rescue operations under the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approval within the Certificate of Authorization (COA) 

requirements. 

3.1  Methodology 

This is an overview of the steps I took to collect and process the UAS images from the research 

location.  For a more detailed methodology see Appendix A.   
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Mission planning takes careful consideration of the regulatory restrictions, desired imaging 

objectives, aircraft endurance, weather conditions and sensor specifications.  The research 

location is 2.56 miles from the Wakonda Beach State Airport.  Drones are not allowed to fly 

within 2 miles of that location.  Since the flight range potential of the Phantom 3 is over a mile 

the sampling grid must be limited to within the boundaries of the clear-cuts. 

Step one- I attended the OSU class in order to fly for research purposes under their FAA COA.  

The class held monthly for 3 days is available to OSU students free.  I was able to use a 

university drone (Phantom 3 Professional) at the research location.  This included using Drone 

Complier for pre and post checklists and using the DJI Go app to fly without a flight plan.  See 

Figure 3.2a 

Step two- I placed 45-ground control points (GCP)/way-points, I labeled them rebar or stump 

way-points (RWP or SWP) at a 75ft placing.  I used a 3ft rebar and pounded it into the ground or 

into a stump.  Each point is a “tag;” a static point used from the air and within the photos to 

identify the locations.  In processing, cross-referencing geo-rectifies the images as they combine 

to enhance the resolution.  See Figure 3.2b site locations and global positioning satellite (GPS) 

locations  

Step three- I purchased UgCS software and designed a flight plan.  The satellite data did not 

upload with the post clear-cut image so concern for flying over trees caused me to increase the 

height from which the drone collected data.  I specified the drone to fly at an elevation of 50 

meters above ground level (AGL).  To achieve the image quality necessary to do biomass 

estimations, I set the resolution at 2cm.  The flight plan took images with a 75% overlap in the 

northern and southern directions.  See Figure 3.2c 
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Step four-  A peer professional Mr. Rikeem Sholes who has trained to fly drones for Newport 

Fish and Wildlife helped me with an UgCS app that is only available through android phones.  

We flew the drone on October 6, 2016, changed the camera angel to 45 degrees (to increase 

the side views of the SP rather than a purely vertical image), and added additional locations for 

photo collection on the flight plan.  See Figure 3.2d 

Step five-  I activated the Agisoft PhotoScan Professional software (photogrammetric kit) in full 

function mode for 30 days free.  I uploaded two image sets (one 12 images the other 34 images) 

of the 120 DNG images.  I then combined them into a 3D image (see Figure 3.2e.) 

Step six-  I then used Agisoft to process 20 of the largest piles.  There were 104 piles at the RL 

and I selected 20 to evaluate for volume and biomass.  The quality of the colors and shape of 

the SP was amazing.  I did not imagine that I would have been able to collect this information 

without having to purchase the equipment or software.  The Research Office at OSU was 

supportive of my capstone project equipment requirements.  See Figure 3.2f 

Step seven- I took the results of volume in the units m3 and converted it to ft3 (Biomass /Mass 

of Wood (lb) = Net Wood Volume (ft3) × Wood Density (lb/ft3) per Harvey (1996) multiply the 

wood density (23.1) to calculate the oven-dry (consumable) mass of the pile (on-line 

calculations below use the updated USDA, 1999 density values).  Divide the result by 2,000 to 

convert to tons of biomass.  

3.2 Results  

The seven step methods allowed results to become apparent throughout the process.  I 

captured one visual representation for each of the seven steps above.  See Figures 3.2a-3.2f 

and Table 3.2a-b below. 
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Figure 3.2a-Drone Complier Mission upon UAS course completion for FAA COA pilot approval. 

(Screen shot- Amber Winterbourne) 

 

Figure 3.2b- Geographic Reference Locations are Way-Points (WP) also called Ground Control 

Points (GCP).  Rebar (RWP) and Stump (SWP) totaling 45 were placed on Oct 3, 2016 

(Researchers- Brook Hayden and Amber Winterbourne) 
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Figure 3.2b cont.- 45 Associated GPS Coordinates (Researchers- Brook Hayden and Amber 

Winterbourne) 
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Figure 3.2c- DJI Phantom 3 Professional during data collection 

(Photo credit- Amber Winterbourne) 

 

Figure 3.2d- UgCS Flight Plan (Screen shot- Amber Winterbourne) 
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Figure 3.2e- AgiSoft PhotoScan of research location in 3D  
(Screen shot- Amber Winterbourne) 

 
Each slash-pile is listed 1-20 to label them in the AgiSoft PhotoScan program but each SP 

already had a number 1-104 associated with the entire RL. 

Figure 3.2f- Slash-pile #75 of 104 (1 of 20 sampled) (Screen shot- Amber Winterbourne, Oct 19, 

2016) 

The image has a blue dot on the northeast corner of 

the image.  This is one of the 45 way-points I placed 

for geo-referencing the special distribution of the 

images.  This is also called orthorectificaiton in digital 

image processing. 
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Table 3.2a- 20 Slash-pile volume results Titles represented as Slash-Pile number _volume per cubic meter (Screen shot- Amber 

Winterbourne) 
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Table 3.2b- UAS Volume and Biomass for 20 Slash-piles in Yachats, Oregon  

Test 

# 

Slash-pile 

Number(s) 

Slash-pile 

Volume = m3 

See 

Appendix A  

Slash-pile  
Volume ft3 
(m3 * 35.3147 = 

ft3) 

Slash-pile 

Biomass in tons 

(23.1 * ft3) /2,000 

= tons 

C mass released at 

90% if burned 

(biomass*90 = tons of 

carbon mass retained) 

PM of 27 lb/ton * 

tons = lbs of PM 

emitted if SP is 

burned/ 2,000 = tons 

PM. 

1 75 221.7 7,829.30 90.4 81.36 1.1 

2 55 61.0 2,154.20 24.9 22.41 0.3 

3 73 53.0 1,871.70 21.6 19.44 0.26 

4 74 29.4 1,038.30 12.0 10.8 0.15 

5 77 88.3 3,118.30 36.0 32.4 0.44 

6 80 32.5 1,147.70 13.3 12.0 0.16 

7 81 128.1 4,523.80 52.2 47.0 0.63 

8 82 130.1 4,594.40 53.1 47.8 0.65 

9 87 152.2 5,374.90 62.1 55.89 0.75 

10 88 149.3 5,272.50 60.9 54.8 0.74 

11 90 81.3 2,871.10 33.2 29.88 0.4 

12 83 & 84 275.6 9,732.70 112.4 101.16 1.4 

13 79 76.7 2,708.60 31.3 28.17 0.38 

14 76 110.4 3,898.70 45.0 40.5 0.55 

15 48 58.5 2,065.90 23.9 21.51 0.29 

16 45 & 46 174.2 6,151.80 71.1 63.99 0.86 

17 47 111.9 3,951.70 45.6 41.0 0.55 

18 44 70.3 2,482.60 28.7 25.8 0.35 

19 92 88.5 3,125.30 36.1 32.49 0.44 

20 16 & 17 135.6 4,788.70 55.3 49.77 0.67 
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3.3 Conclusions 

These seven steps estimated the SP volumes and biomass based on UAS methods. 

Conclusions include:  

1.) 20 piles estimated for biomass totaled 909 tons and had an average of 45.45 tons per pile. 

2.) The total biomass for the 104 piles based on the average is 4,727 tons. 

3.) The estimated carbon not consumed on average for each pile would be 40.9 tons. 

4.) The estimated carbon retained at the research location is 818 tons for the 20 piles  

5.) The estimated carbon retained for the 104 SP at the research location is 4,254 tons. 

6.) By not burning, there is not 11.1 tons of PM in the air for 20 piles or 57.7 tons for all 104 

piles. 

Pricing strategies for forest biomass for power generation vary throughout North America, and 

are still evolving in the Pacific Northwest.  The energy value of forest residues depends heavily 

on moisture content as does the cost of transportation.  Payment for forest biomass that 

recognizes energy value poses challenges for buyers and suppliers (Sessions, 2012).  The true 

value of the forest residuals is up to the land owner.  The price or value is only worth what it is 

recognized for by the production of future tree’s biomass or the potential earnings from carbon 

sequestration in the form of carbon credits for not burning the biomass.  If the reduction of 

emissions is considered the potential benefits outweigh the cost or earnings.  Since jet fuel is 

the renewable resource wanted the source could be areas of higher fire risk and lower moisture 

exposure.  The use of aerial remote sensing instruments for forest landscapes is at the forefront 

of management methods (Wing, 2014).  This technology is necessary to properly identify slash-
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pile biomass and its use for conservation, renewable fuels, and agroforestry.  The low-altitude 

images required for 3D landscape mapping are only feasible with aerial survey methods such as 

drones (Watts, 2010). 

Chapter 4 

4 Comparison of FS and UAS Slash-pile Biomass Estimates 

Two biomass estimation methods were conducted and compared to determine viability of 

different sampling methods for slash-pile volumes in chapter 2 and 3.  I will compare the results 

from the two sampling methods and discuss the benefits, strength and weakness of each 

sampling method.                           

4.1 Methodology 

The following are the methods used to compute the paired t-test for FS and UAS data to 

determine statistical significance, and ultimately how similar or different the biomass estimation 

methods are.  I explained each step and the formulas used to calculate the results.  Results are 

found in Section 4.2 of this case study.  Microsoft Excel and StatGraphics was used to expedite 

the process. 

The following steps are commonly found in any college statistics text book, I used Ramsey and 

Shafer’s The Statistical Sleuth.  Some of these methods and Figures were also from 

(http://www.socialresearchmethods.net).  The mean or average is probably the most commonly 

used method of describing central tendencies.  In normal bell shaped distributions the mean is 

the result of adding the difference between the FS and UAS values and dividing by 20.  The 

median is the middle number when values listed from low to high, and mode is the highest 

reoccurring value.  Dispersion refers to the spread of the values around the central tendency.  

http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/
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There are two common measures of dispersion: the range and the standard deviation.  The 

range is simply the highest value minus the lowest value.  A risk level (called the alpha level) 

"rule of thumb" is to set the alpha level at 0.05.  This means that five times out of a hundred (5% 

of the time) I would find a statistically significant difference between the means even if there was 

none (i.e., by "chance").  The degrees of freedom (d.f.) is the sum of the samples minus 1 (there 

are 20 samples (19 samples were used in the statistics due to an outlier) so 19-1 = 18 d.f.). 

When there is data for two different populations then the curves can be compared.  Moderate 

variability (the data is less than half, similar to the control), high variability (the majority of the 

data is outside the means), and low variability (the majority of the data is within the means) see 

Figure 4.1a.  The two groups that appear distinct in the bottom are the low-variability case due 

to the very little overlap between the two bell-shaped curves.  In the high variability case, the 

group difference appears least striking because the two bell-shaped distributions overlap so 

much.  The data in this research came from the same SPs so there is only one curve of the 

difference between the two volumes as the results. 

 
Figure 4.1a-Three scenarios for differences between means 

(http://www.socialresearchmethods.net) accessed Dec. 2016.   
 

http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/
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Single Population Methods for statistical analysis is for drawing inferences about the population 

mean from a random sample.  The concepts necessary to complete these methods are: 

Determining if the mean difference is nonzero (two-sided p-value = from a paired t-test). 

The SD from methods above is used to determine the standard error (SE). 

The ratio of an estimate’s error to the anticipated size of its error provides a convenient basis for 

drawing inferences about the parameter in question.  If the SE is unknown then the Z-ratio (use 

of SD) changes to a t-ratio with an estimate for SE (Ramsey and Schafer, 2013).  Since there 

are two samples for the same piles the paired t-tests the differences between the data and if 

they are statistically significantly similar or statistically significantly different based on the 

assumption of the data being a normal distribution.  If the validation shows a distribution other 

than normal (parametric) then a non-parametric method will be used in addition for statistical 

confidence.  
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4.2 Results 

Table 4.2a-Field Sampling and UAS Volume and Biomass Comparisons 

Test 
# 

Slash-pile 
Number(s) 

FS Slash-pile 
(Adjusted) 
Volume ft3 

UAS Slash-pile 
Volume ft3 

FS (Adjusted) 
Biomass = tons 

UAS Slash-pile 
Biomass = tons 

1 75 1,422.90 7,829.30 17.93 90.4 

2 55 2,051.22 2,154.20 25.85 24.9 

3 73 1,260.75 1,871.70 15.89 21.6 

4 74 508.96 1,038.30 6.41 12.0 

5 77 1,528.22 3,118.30 19.26 36.0 

6 80 660.01 1,147.70 8.32 13.3 

7 81 3,626.91 4,523.80 45.7 52.2 

8 82 1,148.19 4,594.40 14.47 53.1 

9 87 711.19 5,374.90 8.96 62.1 

10 88 1,034.46 5,272.50 13.03 60.9 

11 90 1,100.66 2,871.10 13.87 33.2 

12 83 & 84 5,276.35 9,732.70 66.48 112.4 

13 79 689.64 2,708.60 8.69 31.3 

14 76 771.24 3,898.70 9.72 45.0 

15 48 228.06 2,065.90 2.87 23.9 

16 45 & 46 8,756.96 6,151.80 110.34 71.1 

17 47 531.09 3,951.70 6.69 45.6 

18 44 194.64 2,482.60 2.45 28.7 

19 92 1,260.75 3,125.30 15.89 36.1 

20 16 & 17 3,968.52 4,788.70 50.0 55.3 
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In Table 4.2a there is an adjusted volume for the FS of the SP.  Adjusted volume for 

hand piles was used to account for the difference between the gross volume of a 

machine piled geometric shape and the closer approximation to the UAS volume 

(depts.washington.edu/nwfire/piles/index.php?). 

Geometric volume is adjusted to reflect what Wright et. al. (2010) termed true volume 

(Formula 1 or 2), depending on the calculated geometric volume. 

If geometric volume is less than 1 m3 or 35.3 ft3: 

(1a) Adjusted Pile Volume (m3) = e0.2106 × Geometric Volume (m3) 

(1b) Adjusted Pile Volume (ft3) = 35.3 × e0.2106 × (Geometric Volume (ft3)/35.3) 

If geometric volume is greater than or equal to 1 m3 or 35.3 ft3: 

(2a) Adjusted Pile Volume (m3) = e(0.2106 + 0.7691 × ln(Geometric Volume (m3))) 

(2b) Adjusted Pile Volume (ft3) = 35.3 × e(0.2106 + 0.7691 × ln(Geometric Volume (ft3)/35.3)) 

Even though the FS were estimated by machine piled slash the adjusted pile volume 

formula (2b) was a closer approximation to the non-geometric shape of the piles which 

was also closer to the UAS volumes.  The non-adjusted volumes for FS were 6 times 

larger than UAS.  After the mathematical adjustment FS were only half of the volume of 

UAS results. 

For finding the probability (p), don't worry about the sign (minus or plus) associated with 

your calculation of the paired t-test.  It indicates the direction of the difference between 

the means.  The p value is the same in either direction. 
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Table 4.2b- UAS and FS difference in volumes. 

SP numbers 1-15 & 17-20 Difference UAS-FS in cubic ft Shape Code 

1 6406.4 Half ellipsoid 

9 4663.71 
Half ellipsoid 

12 4456.35 
Cone w/ round 

ends 

10 4238.04 Half ellipsoid 

8 3446.21 Half ellipsoid 

17 3420.61 Half ellipsoid 

14 3127.46 Paraboloid 

18 2287.96 Paraboloid 

13 2018.96 Half ellipsoid 

19 1864.55 Half ellipsoid 

15 1837.84 Paraboloid 

11 1770.44 Half ellipsoid 

5 1590.08 Paraboloid 

7 896.89 
Cone w/ round 

ends 

20 820.18 
Cone w/ round 

ends 

3 610.95 Half ellipsoid 

4 529.34 Paraboloid 

6 487.69 Half ellipsoid 

2 102.98 Half ellipsoid 

   

Sum of the difference 44576.64  

Mean of the differences 2346.14  

SP #16 was described as cone w/ round ends (observed geometric shape: 2 piles 

formed together).  Yellow and green are clumps observed in the scatter plot in figure 

4.2d below.  The smaller the piles the smaller the difference between the two methods 

(the smaller the SP the more accurate the findings by either method).  Slash-pile 

number 16 is one of three samples made up of two piles.  The distance between the 

piles in this sample #45 & #46 was the make-up of the pile allowed for a large valley or 
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air space between the two mounds that was not accounted for in the geometric shapes 

available or through the adjustment.  It was the only pile with a value for FS larger then 

UAS.  This outlier was removed for the purpose of statistical analysis of the paired t-

test.   

StatGraphics is a program designed to test for significant differences between two data 

samples where the data were collected as pairs.  It will calculate various statistics and 

graphs for the differences between the paired data.  Also included in the procedure are 

tests designed to determine whether the mean difference is equal to zero.  Both 

intervals assume that the population from which the sample comes can be represented 

by a normal distribution.  While the confidence interval for the mean is quite robust and 

not very sensitive to violations of this assumption, the confidence interval for the 

standard deviation is quite sensitive.  After the paired t-test I also did a Wilcoxon-signed 

rank test that uses the median of the differences and doesn’t have to use standard 

parametric normal distribution data.  This is a non-parametric test that is not assuming a 

normal distribution. 

Figure 4.2a- Paired Samples t-test in StatGraphics (UAS Volume in cubic feet - FS SP 
Adj Volume cubic feet) (http://www.statgraphics.com) accessed Dec. 2016. 

 

http://www.statgraphics.com/
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Table 4.2c- Paired Samples t-test in StatGraphics (UAS Volume in cubic feet - FS SP 
Adj Volume cubic feet) Summary Statistics modified from (http://www.statgraphics.com) 
accessed Dec. 2016. 

95.0% confidence interval for mean: +/- 831.68 ft3 [1514.46, 3177.82] 

 

Count 19 

Average 2346.14 ft3 

Mean 1864.55 ft3 

95% CI for Mean +/- 831.68 ft3 [1514.46, 3177.82] 

Standard deviation 1725.53 ft3 

95% CI for SD +/- 623.96 ft3 [1303.83, 2551.75] 

Minimum 102.98 ft3 

Maximum 6406.4 ft3 

Stnd. skewness 1.33718 

Stnd. kurtosis -0.0321307 

The table above includes measures of central tendency, measures of variability, and 

measures of shape.  Of particular interest here are the standardized skewness and 

standardized kurtosis, which can be used to determine whether the sample comes from 

a normal distribution.  Values of these statistics outside the range of -2 to +2 indicate 

significant departures from normality, which would tend to invalidate any statistical test 

regarding the standard deviation.  In this case, the standardized skewness value is 

within the range expected for data from a normal distribution.  The standardized kurtosis 

value is within the range expected for data from a normal distribution. 

The box-and-whisker plot shows that the difference between the two sampling methods 

are within the range of a normal distribution with a right skew.  I used the Wilcoxon 

signed rank test (for distributions that are not necessarily normally distributed by using 

the median difference between UAS and FS) to unsure that the results are valid.

http://www.statgraphics.com/
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Figure 4.2b- The Box-and-Whisker Plot for UAS- FS Normal Distribution to validate use of the paired t-test  
(http://www.statgraphics.com) accessed Dec. 2016. 

 

http://www.statgraphics.com/
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Figure 4.2c- Density trace for UAS- FS (http://www.statgraphics.com) accessed Dec. 2016. 

Density trace is a graphical representation of the Box-and-Whisker Plot and shows the right skew of the data distribution.   

http://www.statgraphics.com/
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Figure 4.2d- Scatter plot for UAS-FS (http://www.statgraphics.com) accessed Dec. 2016. 
 
The smaller the piles the smaller the difference between the two methods (more accurate the findings by either method).   

The differences are listed from greatest to least as seen in Table 4.2b above.  Clusters were highlighted in green and 

yellow to compare SP shapes and possible causes of similar volume results between the two methods in comparison to 

larger piles. 

 
 

http://www.statgraphics.com/
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Figure 4.2e- Histogram of UAS-FS (http://www.statgraphics.com) accessed Dec. 2016. 

 

http://www.statgraphics.com/
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Stem-and-Leaf Display (http://www.statgraphics.com) accessed Dec. 2016. 

UAS: unit = 100.0   1|2 represents 1200.0 

      6     0|145688 

     (4)    1|5788 

      9     2|02 

      7     3|144 

      4     4|246 

      1     5| 

      1     6|4 

The range of the data has been divided into 7 intervals (called stems), each represented by a 

row of the table.  The stems are labeled using one or more leading digits for the data values 

falling within that interval.  On each row, the individual data values are represented by a digit 

(called a leaf) to the right of the vertical line.  This results in a histogram of the data from which 

you can recover at least two significant digits for each data value.  If there are any points lying 

far away from most of the others (called outside points), they are placed on separate high and 

low stems.  In this case, there are no outside points (SP 16 was removed for statistical 

analysis).  Of the 19 SP 13 were between 1,500 ft3 - 2,200 ft3 and the two largest differences of 

5,000 ft3 and 6,400 ft3 skewed the distribution to the right. 

Paired t-test: 

Null hypothesis: mean = 0 (variability shows not detectibly different then 0) 

Alternative: not equal 

Computed t statistic = 5.93 

The paired t-test estimate of mean difference (t18 = 5.93, p-value = < .0001) show the two 

methods are statistically significantly different. 

http://www.statgraphics.com/
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Reject the null hypothesis for alpha = 0.05. 

Wilcoxon signed rank test: 

Null hypothesis: median = 0     Alternative: not equal 

Average rank of values below hypothesized median: 0 

Average rank of values above hypothesized median: 10.0 

sample test statistic = 3.80 (continuity correction applied) 

Reject the null hypothesis for alpha = 0.05. 

The Wilcoxon signed rank test estimate of median difference (t18 = 3.80, p-value = < .0001) 

show the two methods are statistically significantly different.  It is based on counting the number 

of values above and below the hypothesized median.  Even if the “normal” distribution is slightly 

skewed to the right (right tail) since this is a non-parametric test it does not assume a normal 

distribution for the data to provide valid results. 

These are the results of tests concerning the population from which the sample of UAS Volume 

in cubic ft - FS SP Adj Volume cubic ft comes.  Since the p-value for these two statistical tests 

are less than 0.05, we can reject the null hypothesis at the 95.0% confidence level.  The tests 

show that there is strong evidence that the mean and median difference between the methods 

of SP volumes is not zero.  These tests are less sensitive to the presence of outliers but are 

somewhat less powerful than the t-test if the data all come from a single normal distribution. 

4.3 Conclusion 

The paired t-test test and Wilcoxon signed rank test together ensure we have met the 

assumptions (of normality and tested for non-normality) thus the validation is consistent, so the 
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results are valid.  The paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed rank test estimate of mean and median 

difference (t18 = 5.93 & 3.80, p-value = < .0001) show the two methods are statistically 

significantly different.   

For this FS and UAS study the sampling design was based on any slash piles visible in the 3D 

image across the field sampling area.  Although the comparison is difficult for relatively 

homogeneous forest residual species, in a non-fragmented forest, it is presumed to be even 

more difficult for the biodiverse, fragmented forests.  The latter would be more beneficial to the 

ecosystem through with increased biodiversity over smaller clear-cuts for SP biomass 

estimates. 

The objective of this study was to follow these two strategies in order to shed further light on the 

relative magnitude of uncertainties in above-ground biomass estimates for pure field-based 

sample surveys.  The UAS-assisted survey methods have an accuracy for the deformed shapes 

with large protruding logs or mixed mounds with large gaps between them.  Not all SP have 

these characteristics associated with them but those that do must be sampled with care to not 

skew the volume estimates and associated biomass.  All the SP can be evaluated with the UAS 

methods without concern for the outliers due to the nature of the compellation of images.  Some 

FS SP data were skewed enough to not be capable of accurate volumes.  The most accurate 

method without field sampling geometric errors is the UAS.  The larger the SP size the greater 

the difference between the volume estimates.  The piles were not dismantled or weighed for 

biomass so the comparison of these two estimations are based on pre-adjusted volumes being 

6 times larger than UAS and only after the adjustment were the results comparable yet 

statistically significantly different.  Either method may be the more effective method yet UAS 
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does not have the human error of selecting one of 7 geometric shapes and missing voids or 

protruding logs.   

The United Nations Collaborative Program on Reduced Emissions from Deforestation and 

Forest Degradation in Developing Countries (UN REDD aka: REDD+) (http://www.un-redd.org) 

was launched in 2008.  The scientific community involved in the REDD+ program is still 

reporting large uncertainties about the amount and spatial variability of CO2 stored in forests.  

The main limitation has been the lack of field samplings over space and time needed to calibrate 

and convert remote sensing measurements into aboveground biomass (AGB) (Ferraz, 2016).   

Field Sampling and LiDAR:  The major findings of Næsset et al., (2013) indicate that 5.8 times 

as many field samples would be required for the pure field-based survey to obtain the same 

precision as with the LiDAR-assisted survey (Næsset, et al., 2013). 

The FS and UAS methods were not compared to the state-of-the-art LiDAR method.  Biomass 

estimation is necessary to provide local AGB baselines (for the over-story, or underneath layers) 

that meet the requirements in terms of accuracy to calibrate satellite remote sensing 

measurements for AGB mapping purposes.  The development of similar techniques over a 

variety of forest types would be a significant improvement in quantifying CO2 stocks and 

changes to comply with the UN-REDD (REDD+) policies.  Although most of this research is 

based on living forest biomass the concepts are similar for generating comparisons. 

By assuming more similar designs for the field-based direct estimation thus ruling out some of 

the unequal assumptions that a comparison of simple random sampling estimation provides to 

estimate uncertainty that is more comparable and could give an indication of the relative 

efficiency of these two basic approaches to estimation (Næsset, et al., 2013).   

http://www.un-redd.org/
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The major area of study that is lacking currently is estimators for surveys involving LiDAR 

sampling in comparison to UAS- assisted surveys.  Images must be taken so there is not black-

holes in the image composition (see Appendix A for detailed methods) or data will be missing for 

those areas.    Finally, some options for design of UAS-assisted sample surveys are needed 

under REDD+ (or other biomass initiatives which include forest residues), which could capitalize 

on the flexibility offered when the field sampling methods are too intensive. The major findings in 

this study provide a useful insight of general value that goes beyond previous knowledge, and 

clear recommendations are given regarding the direction of future research.   

Chapter 5 

5 Biomass and Decomposition of slash-piles 

In this chapter, we will examine the relationships between biomass and decomposition.  Once 

the volume, density of the material, and species is determined to estimate biomass, then the 

rate of decomposition can be derived.  The benefit of knowing how long is estimated for the 

slash-piles to decompose without human intervention, will provide a baseline to monitor the 

research locations rate of decay as a comparison.  This also allows for additional research of 

some of the slash-piles to be tested (soil added, litter, sand, mushrooms, vines) in order to 

monitor decay rates for increases or decreases to the baseline.  Each class of decomposition is 

defined by the CWD characteristics, (see descriptions in the methods section below.)  Carbon 

cycling can be estimated based on the historical and predicted decomposition, generally 

influenced by temperature and moisture.  High temperatures can lead to moisture limitations if 

precipitation is not sufficient.  Another factor is whether size and shape effects drying.  The only 

way to promote C gain is to promote decay and re-vegetation. 
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Slash-piles decay class estimations allow for temporal comparisons from initial (no decay), to 

current decay class.  A timeline for complete carbon cycling is determined based on checking, 

breakage, height reduction and re-vegetation.   

The 10-year decay period used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for 

estimating CWD-decomposition for carbon accounting is a considerable underestimation.  The 

time it takes for most CWD to completely decompose exceeds 25–30 years in the majority of 

cases (Mackensen and Bauhus, 2003, Wagener and Offord, 1972).  There is a need to review 

the default decay period of CWD for C-stock change estimation (Olajuyigbe et. al., 2011).  The 

long term storage of C and its slow rate of decomposition make CWD a vital structural and 

functional component of the CWD C-pool and a major controller of forest ecosystem C-retention 

(Olajuyigbe et. al., 2011).   

5.1 Methodology 

Through observations of the piles based on age, vegetation, soil content, and Figure 5.1 to 

check the piles for characteristics associated with the five decay classes (0-4) describe the level 

of decomposition.  Partial loosening of the bark from the wood which usually accompanies 

checking and was noticeable a year after deposition of slash, becoming widespread by the fifth 

year (Wagener and Offord, 1972) 
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Figure 5.1-Comparative subsidence in mean slash-pile height (83 slash piles on the 

Lassen National Forest during 29 years and of 123 piles on the Stanislaus National 

Forest during 34 years.)  Data are from all usable piles of single and mixed tree species 

(Wagener and Offord, 1972). 

The similarity in the magnitude of the biologically driven flux and the harvest-related flux 

indicates the importance of employing an age-class-based inventory, and of including effects 

associated with forest harvest and harvest residue, when modeling national carbon budgets in 

the temperate zone (Harmon et. al., 1995). 
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Table 5.1- Decomposition Classes of Sitka Spruce (Olajuyigbe et. al., 2011).   

Slash-pile characteristics change the decomposition rates of DWD and on-going research is 

being performed to determine methods for determining decay rates (Garrett & Oliver, 2007).    

Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) is a measure of the net exchange of C between an ecosystem 

and the atmosphere (per unit ground area) and is a primary gauge of ecosystem C sink strength 

(Kramer et al., 2002).  Eddy covariance techniques directly measure exchanges of energy, 

water, and CO2 at fine resolutions and are able to monitor responses in ecosystem physiology 
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to environmental factors such as thinning and disturbance (Baldocchi, 2003 and Law et al., 

2004). 

The decomposition rate of all pools was effected by climate, but the intermediate pool’s 

decomposition rate was also controlled by relative amounts of litter cellulose and lignin 

(indicative of lignin crusted cellulose).  The effect of climate on decomposition was best 

represented by a composite variable that multiplied a water-stress function by the Lloyd and 

Taylor variable Q10 (Quotient 10 functions describe how processes such as decomposition or 

soil respiration change over 10oC intervals) temperature function.  The effects of temperature on 

decomposition are best represented by a variable Q10 function because the temperature 

sensitivity of decomposition is greater during periods of lower temperatures (Adair, 2007).  I had 

a conversation about the research location with Dr. Mark Harmon, while he was a professor at 

Oregon State University.  Since he specializes in the decay processes of woody debris, I asked 

about the characteristics of the harvest residuals.  When the size, shape and age of the slash-

piles were discussed, he suggested that due to the longevity of the material specifically due to 

its position off the ground, he estimated it would take 30 years or more years to decompose.  He 

has worked on papers to predict long-term patterns of decomposition based only on climate and 

initial litter quality characteristics.  Decomposition rates are related to differences among 

ecosystems (e.g. nutrient availability, extreme climate) or litter type and location (aboveground 

vs. belowground) (Adair, 2007).  Most soil respiration data suggest that temperature sensitivity 

of decomposition is greatest at low temperatures, with low Q10 values at high temperatures and 

high Q10 values at low temperatures (Lloyd & Taylor, 1994; Kirschbaum, 1995; Del Grosso et 

al., 2005).  
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Campbell et al., (2007) determined that much of the surface fuels could have been destined for 

biogenic emission (decay) with or without wildfire because they have a short residence time 

(10–20 years).  Pearson et al., (2010) and Goslee et al., (2010) developed methodologies to 

evaluate C dynamics associated with fuel treatment projects in low to mid-elevation forest in 

northern California and Oregon.  In summary, initial reductions in C stocks (e.g., thinning), 

combined with low annual probability of wildfire, preclude C benefits associated with fuel 

treatments, even if harvest residues are used for biomass energy. 

Utilizing the harvest residue as a biofuel takes chipping, hauling, drying, and requires expensive 

equipment, maximum slope angles, and a preferable distance to power generation plants.  

Within those limitations, use of the renewable resource is economically feasible, but for all other 

harvest residue accumulation points, the alternative is decomposition.   

5.2 Results 

Currently the slash-piles are in year 3 of a 30 plus year decay process.  This is 1% of the overall 

biomass.  The percent of revegetation on the slash-piles averaged 1%.  Checking occurs in bark 

as well as in wood.   

 Piled residue moisture content responds to the environmental conditions greatly. The 

selection of pile shape or size can be beneficial or detrimental towards the rate of decay 

depending on ambient conditions, namely precipitation. 

 It is best to reduce pile volume and allow as much contact with the surface of the ground 

or if soil content within the slash-piles has sufficient surface contact with woody debris 

then a maximum height of 10ft promotes decay and conversion into vegetation. 
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 Significant reduction in drying can be achieved if the material is cut and left to rot during 

the wet, cooler winter and spring months.  This increased moisture can be retained and 

aid in the initial regeneration of vegetation.  Future work can include analysis of changes 

in slope and aspect of piled harvest residue and refine the models by changing the 

porosity with pile depth. 

5.3 Discussion 

Alternatives to burning (without a purpose except for disposal) include changing the shape, size 

and composition of the slash-piles and letting them decay or be used as an agroforestry 

resource.  Other options are maturation (where chips are laid out like a blanket on the forest 

floor) or pyrolysis where oxygen is reduced, and the remaining material is biochar (releasing 

more carbon then regular burning).  If we take into account the role of disturbances, either 

natural (fire, pests, windstorms) or anthropogenic (forest harvesting) they indeed account for a 

very large fraction of the overall variability in forest carbon sequestration (Pregitzer & 

Euskirchen, 2004).  The YOSSO model (effects of both the variable litter and climatic conditions 

on decomposition for estimating changes in soil carbon stocks) was applied to study the effects 

of intensified biomass extraction on the forest carbon balance, to estimate the effects of soil 

carbon deficit on net greenhouse gas emissions of energy use of forest residues (Palosuo, 

2001).  The research has been done to show a correlation between removal of biomass, 

reduced soil carbon, and reduced forest productivity.  How can we supplement the fuel wants of 

our generation and future generations without further impacting tree diameters and carbon 

emissions?  

Future research is necessary to determine how slash-pile biomass can be used, rather than 

burned.  As founding researchers Wagener and Offord observed in their 1972 results, if biomass 
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is “buried” then the decay rates increase and it creates a more aesthetically pleasing 

appearance.  If decay is the only motivation, then the least input necessary makes sense.  Litter 

quantity affects the rate of decomposition by providing a medium for seed and root stabilization 

on slash-piles.  If the nutrients can be converted into vegetation including gardens, then the 

investments increase the carbon sink capabilities of the slash and a potential residual income 

could be generated. 

Additional research on the potential for forested ecosystems to regenerate after large, severe 

disturbances, and on the utilization of woody biomass for energy, will also improve the accuracy 

of C trade-off analyses.  Active management of slash-pile formations is imperative so the 

characteristics are consistent.  A single management method that provides guidelines for size, 

shape, alignment, height, soil mixture, soil contact, and or chipping and or spreading would be 

able to maximize decay, revegetation, and expedite C-sink capacities within bioregions.  Then 

utilization becomes possible as a source of rich soil, biofuels/biochar or agroforestry.  Alternative 

fuel commodities, sustainably managed, are a valuable asset to society.  Forest harvest 

residues are a widely available renewable energy source in the Pacific Northwest.  Several 

researchers, private and governmental entities have directed their efforts to make this product 

cost effective for energy production.  Active management of these residues is necessary if we 

want to improve their natural drying and increase the cost effectiveness of its processing and 

transport for energy production (Belart, 2016). 

5.4 Conclusion 

If we are able to determine biomass and the best way to convert it into the next generation of 

trees, then carbon sequestration is an additional benefit to more productive ecosystems.  

Eventually, net C assimilation from re-growth exceeds the rates of decomposition and 
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ecosystem respiration, converting disturbed landscapes from C sources to C sinks.  Long-term 

effects of disturbance on C dynamics are more uncertain and are influenced by hydrology, soil 

temperature, heterotrophic respiration, erosion of soil organic C, and rates of vegetation 

recovery (Dore et al., 2008).  C flux measurements provide a detailed “snap shot” of the C cycle 

at a given location, and are excellent for exploring short-term controls on C exchange, including 

seasonal and inter-annual variability (Misson et al., 2005). However, uncertainty is still highest 

during extreme climatic events and large disturbances (Xiao et al., 2010 and Xiao et al., 2011). 

In forests with a rural setting, the fuel treatments such as chipping (mastication) and 

hugelkulture may be vital to ensure the landscape is utilized for its C sink capabilities, eventually 

shifting from a fire-prone future toward a more self-sustainable revegetated forest.   

Results are from inventory data, and remote sensing imagery (UAS).  Dr. Law’s research 

suggests that although large wildfires affect regional net C balance, they do not exceed the 

contributions of commercial forestry (Thorton et. al., 2002).  By allowing slash-piles or spread 

slash to remain in an area with low wildfire risk, in the first 3 years C pool maintained a loss.  

However, once decay class 3 is reached at each pile, vegetation has regrown across 30% of the 

pile.  At that point, the remaining biomass plus the vegetation begins to become a net carbon 

sink.   

Carbon cycling is part of the natural forest process.  When trees die, the nutrients of their 

decaying biomass is necessary to maintain or even increase the size and future trees. 

This study demonstrates that the term “fuel treatments” do not always need to be conducted as 

prescribed burns.  The CWD can be managed as an asset rather than a hazard that is in the 

way.  Beatles and other organisms that utilize the wood may become another factor to watch out 

for.  The excessive CWD is waste from the current forest management practice of clear-cutting.  

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.proxy.library.oregonstate.edu/science/article/pii/S0378112713001904#b0085
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The State of Oregon, allows private landowners to clear-cut.  Private forestry companies supply 

lumber for a growing demand without the same or more restrictive requirement as our public 

land management strategies.  Policies are the next changes necessary to reduce SP burning 

and clear-cuts on private lands.  Extensive ecosystem manipulation in the Sitka spruce 

woodlands of the Pacific Northwest have impacted the natural C sink capabilities.  Clear-cuts 

leave slash-piles as waste when pulp and paper mills are too far to make transportation 

financially feasible.  Even if there were policies in place that prevented clear-cuts (a first step for 

ecosystem recovery), there would still be SP generation from thinning or managing woodlands.  

Slash-piles left to decay provide an ecosystem for animals and microbes, C sequestration, 

carbon credit, species richness, plant abundance, increased forest biomass, and the potential 

for agrarian growth (Boserup, 1965).  The strength of our landscape depends on a nutrient rich 

organic layer and slash-pile mounds managed with grape vines, mushrooms, or other crops 

would be one-step toward retaining that resource rather than burning it.  Mound cropping could 

become a megatrend of social, economic, political, environmental and technological change.  

The ideas people generate are potentially disruptive or reparative and this potential agroforestry 

management method is an opportunity to restore the forest ecosystem while supporting farming 

communities. 
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Appendix A 

With a laptop or tablet, Drone Complier app, DJI Phantom 3 Professional (drone), in 

combination with UgCS software and an Android phone or tablet, I was able to retrieve aerial 

images for slash-pile (SP) volume calculations.  This appendix is an extension of the Chapter 3 

methods in the Oregon State University (OSU) case-study of Amber Winterbourne on: Slash-

pile biomass estimations and Carbon-Cycling in the Coastal Temperate Rainforest of the Pacific 

Northwest. 

I selected the DJI Phantom 3 Professional because it had a simple to use interface, a 4K video 

camera, and that is the equipment available at OSU.  With an integrated, stabilized camera, the 

Phantom 3 Professional took images at a 45 degree angle of the largest clear cut at the Yachats 

research location (RL).  The signal transmission distance will vary depending on environmental 

conditions, but the Phantom 3 series can reach distances of up to 1.2 miles (2 kilometers) away 

from the pilot.   

By default, the Remote Controller (RC) is set to Mode 2.  This means that the right control stick 

controls the movement of the aircraft and the left control stick controls the throttle and 

orientation of the aircraft.  After you power off the Intelligent Flight Battery, it may remain on for 

a few seconds as any image or video data is saved to the Micro SD card.  The RC can be used 

to control both the aircraft and the gimbal tilt at the same time. 

There are three switches on the (RC), called the Flight Mode Switch, allows you to toggle 

different flight modes: 
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P-mode, or positioning mode, indicates that both GPS and the Vision Positioning System are 

active and the Phantom 3 will attempt to stabilize using both.  Rikeem Sholes was the primary 

drone pilot and I was the secondary on-site pilot.  We used the P-mode when we were taking off 

and landing the drone. 

F-mode, or Function mode, activates Intelligent Orientation Control (IOC) functionality.  We 

activated this mode once in the air which allowed us to upload the UgCS flight plan.  Once the 

upload was successful we switched from manual to automatic on the laptop.  This allowed the 

drone to initiate the flight plan with associated image capturing criteria that we established. 

The third mode was not used but referred to as A-mode, or Attitude mode.  The aircraft does not 

use GPS or the Vision Positioning System in this mode.  Only the barometer is used for 

stabilization.  The aircraft can still return to the home point as long as a sufficient GPS signal is 

available. 

Flight times varied based on length of flight plan, environmental conditions (winds at 50 meters 

slowed the travel time by couple minutes), and usage patterns (how long it took to upload the 

data or land the drone).  The Intelligent Flight Battery is designed to provide up to 23 minutes of 

uninterrupted flight time when fully charged. 

Software 

The purpose of the software is to create a program that maps a mission plan through a grid that 

is essentially the flight controller auto-populating the images into the SD card.  Smart Projects 

Holding, Ltd is the company that has the UgCS software at: 

https://www.ugcs.com/en/supported-drones/phantom-3-ground-station-software 

Ground Control Points (GCP) 

https://www.ugcs.com/en/supported-drones/phantom-3-ground-station-software
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1. Waypoints (WP), GCP, geotag identification: I placed 45 rebar way points (RWP)/stump way 

points (SWP) throughout the RL. 

Designing Flight Plan (FP) 

I established five missions through UgCS for the drone through my laptop.  I will show an 

example set-up below:  

1.)  I typed in the town “Yachats” and navigated to the research location.  I then selected the 

ruler (seen in green on bottom left) and the “New route…” (top left) creation.  I added the route 

name, selected the drone type, and selected “Next”.

 

2.  “Set explicitly” and  to set the location for “Home” on the map.  This should be zoomed 

into to make it as precise as possible in case of low battery, loss of RC communication, 

Stump Way 

Point 
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damage, high wind etc. 

 

3.)  I then ensured that the above ground level “AGL” relative (Altitude) is relative to my home 

position and flight elevation of 50 meters (m).  I found “Home” in the drop-down menu and lastly 

I selected “OK”. 

4.)  I chose the “Photogrammetry tool” to design the flight plan and added 2 meters per second 

(m/s) as the drone speed.  For ground resolution I wanted at least 2 cm and for forward and side 
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overlap- I tried 80% but it seemed that there were too many waypoints for the camera’s shutter 

time.  After the flights I realized that even though it may show on the app that the camera is 

always working and not taking all the pictures, it actually could have had an 80% overlap.  As 

seen below in the image processing section, 75% overlap was sufficient still.  Next I changed 

the camera angle to 45 degrees to get less horizon, and yet not straight down at 90 degrees to 

get more of a side shot of the SP.  We tried a FP with only “Action execution” at every point but 

that wasn’t enough so we added “Additional way-points”. 

                                  

5.)  Once the parameters were selected, I clicked on the corners of the area I wanted to survey.  

Once the area is closed by double clicking on the first point, select “calculate flight path”  

that is visible once the perimeter is complete and before it is selected.  It is located by the title 

when available (see above images).  On the bottom left there is a command execution that 

reads “Route has been sucessfully processed.” This is were all commands can be read to insure 

FP is being conducted properly. 

Flight Time 
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1.)  I charged the two batteries, remote control, Windows Laptop, and drone.  I packed all of the 

unmanned aerial system (UAS) including RC, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and laptop with 

Android.  I also packed a generator to recharge batteries in the field and a lunch.  Now it is time 

to fly, so I went to the RL.  No flying if strong winds are present in the area (>15mph) so I used 

WindAlert.com for wind forecasts.   

2.)  I turned on the laptop and placed the drone on the “Home” location.  Rikeem then turned on 

the UgCS app and we linked the laptop and Android phone to a hotspot I created with my 

Iphone.  I turned the RC and drone on and completed the Drone Complier app’s pre flight 

checklist.   

3.)  I checked the area: for pedestrians and/or birds, other obstructions, obstacles or hazards.  It 

was clear.  I was prepared to push the return to home button for any reason (below 60% at 

halfway, loss of signal, altitude, speed, weather turned for worse). 

4.)  Rikeem piloted the drone to a height of 15 m and switched to “F-mode” on the RC.  I 

selected the “Start from the beginning” on the laptop and he received a message upload 

successful.  I then received the same message in the command prompt.  I then selected “Auto 

Mode” and the command was sucessful and the drone conducted the FP as programmed.  We 

checked to see if the app showed photo’s being taken, they were. 

 

When complete Rikeem switched the mode back to “P” on the remote control and announced 

out loud “Preparing to Land” then landed.  We powered down the UAS.  I stopped the flight time 

and conducted the post flight checklist in the Drone Complier app. 
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5.)  Finally, I downloaded all the flight logs from the SD card to my laptop from the camera (120 

total). 

Image Processing 

I collected 120 files, raw DNG type and so I used a trial period offer through Agisoft PhotoScan 

ver. 1.1.4 to create a TIN/MESH/wire frame for the 3D dataset.  Jonathan Burnett is the teaching 

assistant at OSU in Aerial Information Systems (AIS) is conducting his doctoral thesis on 

comparing collection methods for determining slash-pile biomass.  He was an amazing source 

of information and directed me to some laboratory methods for determining slash-pile volumes 

in Angisoft (http://orst.library).  I uploaded all 120 photos from the flight and received errors so I 

then tried uploading 12 and 34 images.  I used both resulting 3D images to provide screen shots 

of the steps I took. 

1.)  Through the “Workflow” tab I selected “Align Photos” then “Build Dense Cloud” then ”Build 

Mesh” and then Build Texture”.  Each of these steps have criteria so I used the highest 

resolutions for each step possible.  This made the processing time much longer; one step took 

more than 6 hours. 

               

http://orst.library/
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2.)  I then selected the 20 largest slash-piles to run the volume calculations on.  The individual 

piles were selected and then analyzed through with the following steps: 

I selected the pile/subject to be measured, I clicked the image that looked like a polygon “Free-

Form Selection” and selected around the elevated areas of the pile to minimize background 

influences. 

 

I cropped before closing holes otherwise it will 

interfere with subsequent processing and volume 

estimates (to delete everything but the selected 

pile).  Close holes in the mesh that will lead to 

infinite volume estimations: Tools -> Mesh -> 

Close holes. 
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In the Level: that pops up, move slider to 100% and click “OK” it is instantaneous 

I calculated volume by selecting Tools -> Mesh -> Measure Area and Volume 

View Mesh Statistics- “Measure Area and Volume” 

 

To restore the original data, I did not save otherwise I would have lost the other pile data.  I 

closed the program without saving and re-opened it again through the original project file.  I 

selected “undo” on the toolbar until all of the pile data returns to view (the pile will still be 

selected but when you select the next pile the area previously selected will disappear). 

After the volume measurements have been determined, standard calculations can be done for 

the remaining steps for biomass and emissions. 


